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NEW ZEALAND

PAY SLIPS & PINK SLIPS
The NZ First and Labour-led coalition Government has pledged to raise the minimum wage
from NZ$15.75/hour to NZ$20.00/hour by April 2021. This equates to four years of successive
increases to the minimum of wage of 6% on average.

While workers employed at the minimum wage only represents a small fraction of the total workforce (~3%), it
will create wage pressure at other low income wage rates. New Zealand has one of the highest minimum wages
relative to average wages in the OECD which suggests that our economy is relatively more exposed to lower
wage earners.
Economic literature on the impacts of a labour price floor is exhaustive. However, in reality minimum wage
impacts become entangled with other economic factors, and hence the effects will differ depending on the
economic circumstances. We have considered both macro and micro pressures that may be faced as a result
of elevated growth in the minimum wage. These include:
WAGE INFLATION: Wages along the pay scale may experience upwards pressure, particularly at lower 		
levels where relativity risks are greatest.
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UNEMPLOYMENT: Companies face a capital allocation decision between labour and technology. A rising
labour cost could mean companies favour technology investment which may lead to a rise in unemployment.
INFLATION: Disposable income of low income households will increase (given upwards pressure on the
wage scale), pushing consumer spending in certain segments higher, placing some upwards pressure on the
Consumer-Price-Index (CPI).
CORPORATE MARGIN RISK: Companies with limited to no pricing power will experience margin contraction in
the absence of margin retention initiatives, while those who are able to pass on costs will contribute to wider
price inflation.
Those industry sectors that are most exposed to lower wage labour, and therefore likely cost pressures,
include retail, aged care, tourism, agriculture and early childhood.
AGED CARE: Whilst the sector has a high level of exposure, the incidence
of cost from a rising minimum wage will likely fall on the Government given
funding requirements.

AGRICULTURE: Exposure across the sector is quite varied, however
companies with a larger manufacturing and harvesting base will be more
at risk. The tight labour market and the transferrable nature of the skill
base should exacerbate labour cost inflation risks.

EARLY CHILD CARE: High concentration of employees earning at, or slightly
above, the proposed 2021 minimum wage. However, given the nature of
early child care labour and the more specialised skill base required,
churn of labour into other sectors is less likely. This suggests the sector
may experience less upwards wage pressure, while Government funding
requirements should also help mitigate costs.
RETAIL: Majority of wage cost is at, or linked to, the minimum wage. In the
absence of margin retention initiatives we would expect cost pressure to
lead to margin erosion. Particularly those selling commoditised products
with little pricing power.

TOURISM/ENTERTAINMENT: The typically low skilled and often seasonal
nature of labour needs in the tourism and entertainment sector means
minimum wage exposures can be high.
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